
  City of Broken Relationships. 

A pair of underwear, a garden gnome, a log splitting ax, and a toilet roll holder are 
among a collection of familiar objects apparently unrelated found inside a room be-
hind a historic facade of the uptown Zagreb. Along with them are letters and stories 
that allow viewers to recognise each object as a hinge that holds together two versions 
of a story. The Museum of Broken Relationships was founded with the things that 
were left behind the broken relationship of artists Olinka Viatica and Dražen Grubišić 
in 2003. Since then the project’s collection has been expanding physically and virtu-
ally filling up the rooms and the digital catalogue while it attracts more objects and 
stories from broken hearts worldwide. The artists explain their intention on creating 
the museum as keeping “holograms’ of memories and emotions” and intend with its 
layout to “create a space of ‘secure memory’ or ‘protected remembrance’ in order to 
preserve the material and nonmaterial heritage of broken relationships”.



 From stories that take place inside a living room, incidents in a small alleyway, urban 
plans that have failed to deliver what they have promised, in so many ways, we can 
describe London as a city made from broken relationships. London is a post-colonial 
city that has grown on the post-industrial city.  With broken families, mismatched 
couples and misfit individuals many of which have remarkable stories to tell along 
with their furniture, buildings and incidental spaces, London is a collaged city made 
by frictions between different values and languages. 
What is the inherent structure of the city that enables it to give room to exceptions, 
events, products, and architecture that are accidental and bespoke? How does it allow 
time for various relationships to break apart while memories fade away and to start 
anew? What are the mechanisms of intervals that keep the landscape of the city alive 
where nothing works as intended?
 Dip 11 this year will investigate London’s interiority with fresh eyes by searching and 
listening to the stories of broken relationships. We will be sampling incomplete pieces 
of architecture that speak about love stories between people and buildings and unre-
solved spaces of the city seen as manifestations of conflicting values embedded in its 
fabric. 

What we would like to learn from London is its architectural language that celebrates 
a sense of contrasting values with a sense of beauty that associates with the idea of in-
completeness and imperfection, often confused with that of irony, dystopia, or punk. 
We would like to acknowledge spaces of the mobilities (physical and social), accumu-
lations and chances that are unaccountable therefore being overlooked by authorities 
in the planning process.
    Similar to the formation of the museum space in Zagreb, our intention is to en-
courage discussions on wider historical, political and social issues inherent to differ-
ent cultures and identities as reflections on the fragility of human relationships and 
cultural circumstances surrounding the objects and the stories being told. 

The unit would like to invite students on the undefined theme of Interior Urbanism 
by contributing individual values towards the importance of the interiority against  
instrumental forces of urban erasure driven by the current economic and political 
climate of the UK. Our design would like to form a collection of semi-fictional sce-
narios and storyboards as an anthology from which London can be rewritten and 
recomposed from the things as found.

Dip 11 continues its empirical approach. We would like to change the way we see the 
city through careful observations of its architecture, supposing that there is no differ-
ence between means of representation and that of design.



 

Context; Meta-London.

  Is London becoming the same everywhere? Over the 
past years the unit has witnessed the recursive pattern 
of gentrification rapidly spreading across the city sys-
temically. We are seeing the same issues arising every-
where while the inherent sense of contrasting values of 
place is diminishing. What does the site means to us 
if there is no difference between places? How can we 
avoid our design work from falling into a habit of prob-
lem solving exercises?
  
This year we will rethink the notion of context. We will 
begin by breaking the city apart and we will reassemble 
its pieces to invent a series of contexts that we may call 
Meta-City.
   
Our field work will consist of gathering various sets 
of broken relationships found within a 2 mile radius 
around the AA. We will fill our pallet with random 
selections of cross sections across undefined terrains, 
with accidental urban topologies, and with words of 
stories given by the city, architecture and people. 

By mix and matching the ingredients on this pallet, we 
will attempt to invent mini cities, arranging shotgun 
marriages between things that are unfamiliar to one 
another and collapsing the distance between objects 
and events by jumping location and, perhaps unexpect-
edly, create semi-fictional architecture with a sense of 
concrete poetry. We compact and condense London 
into different cities that might be more London than it 
is now.

Initial sampling may cover urban facilities and services 
such as abandoned underground stations, under-used 
bus services depots, lost rivers, historic buildings with 
risk and pieces of land with no development value as 
well as other unfinished urban affairs. In parallel, we 
will record domestic spaces and objects by listening to 
the stories that are associated with them being about 
love, tragedy, something dramatic or ordinary.

Charles booth’s map of London

London’s hidden rivers

 London. 2018.

The London Information Capital

Psychogeographique Map of London

Debord and Jorn’s Paris Guide 



Our meta-cities can take many forms and dimensions.  
We would like to experiment playfully to turn the real 
into fiction by combining contrasting forms of rep-
resentation such as collage, catalogue of urban resourc-
es, collection of recorded voices, sounds and geological 
core samples and section slices as well as time-based 
digital media or game boards. 
We may rewrite cities by making strange objects, cut, 
paste and montage machines and props, like it is ex-
plored by the works of Surrealists Exquisite Corps and 
contemporary artist collectives who have staged their 
acts against a totalitarian climate.

Talks and visits include:
Introduction to Urban Geology by Ruth Siddall.
Architectural Voices; Listening to Old Buildings by David Little-
field and Saskia Lewis.
Collage City and Heterotopia by David Grahame Shane.

Our weekly seminars will revisit:
London Psycho Geography Association.
Re-reading of Robert Smithon on entropic landscape,
City inside a room: Appliance House, Joseph Cornell, John 
Soane’s Museum.
Post infrastructural, Post Colonial and Post Bubble landscapes.

Hannah Höch, Kitchen Knife.        Robert Rauschenberg

Tokyo. Akira Yamaguchi

Super Studio

Aldo Rossi. Analogous City.Tumblr. Art of Memory

Appliance House. Ben Nicholson Collage, Daniel Libeskind



Technique, Artifices and Technology.

  Making and testing by unmaking objects forms the 
core of  our design exploration. In tandem with our in-
vestigation of the city we will develop material language 
by questioning methods of construction. 

Often good ideas derive from acts of taking things 
apart and mistakingly recombining them with other 
things. By deliberately misusing materials, technique, 
artifices and technologies, we may explore new combi-
nations of things that are available around us, new and 
old, soft and hard, analogue and digital, raw material 
and intelligence.  

From the scale of hands to that of urban field, objects 
we make will allow us to de-test things beneath the sur-
face, registering the changes and learning to engage and 
to play with the space of the city. 

A series of workshops at Hooke Park sessions:
Marriage between analogue and digital.
Crossover between Victorian Inventions and our pieces of every 
day artefacts and machines. Musical Instrument and Digital 
Tools.

Seminars; Mixing and Matching objects following the notion of 
Exformation, Climate Register.
Workshop; Mixing raw materials with embedded information 
technology.

Man Ray, Dust Breeding (Elevage de poussiere) 

Crop mark. Ancient city made visible by heat wave

Rader scan archaeology device and map

Panamarenko
concrete iphone / concrete record player



Urban surgery, Misuse of material and Un-making 
buildings.

  Our technical interest will address the accepted con-
ventions of standardised systems and materials of con-
struction. We would like our design work to demon-
strate how materials that are generally considered banal 
can be deployed to make unusual ????  and further 
explore the potential of applications to underused sites, 
spaces of service structure and buildings and to chal-
lenge the normative spatial relationships and social 
hierarchies.

In the 2nd Session at the Hooke Park each individual 
design scheme will be explored by material experimen-
tation with widely available conventional building mate-
rials.
Bring the notions of urban surgery in both scientific and 
poetic terms. Our architectural precedents may demon-
strate various examples of Incisions, insertion, grafting, 
stripping, face-lifting, turning inside out, over wrapping, 
super-imposition, collision, colliding and fusing.
Surgery may include not only the operational instru-
ments such but also diagnostic sensory devices such as 
ryder scan, microscopic radio telescope and X-ray vi-
sions allowing us to read landscape beneath the skin of 
the city.

Gordon Matt Clerk

Carlo Scarpa Castelviccio

Concrete cutting and extruding 

Self build. Lucien Kroll and Walter Seagalll
Traditional timber JoineryRobotic timber Joinery

Richard Wilson Turning the Place Over.



 City as a room, 

 
  The design brief is open to individual interpretation on 
the theme of the interior landscape.
It encourages students to write not only unique propos-
als but also to find bespoke methods of production and 
the roles of architects in relationship to their own idea of 
the city, concluding with rethinking the context.
 
How could we address and respond directly to the com-
plexity of the built environment that often disengages 
individual life expressions form the making of the city? 
We would like to see our work as attempts to bridge the 
gap between the city planning and the forms of design 
practice.

We’re looking at the city as a room in order to scrutinise 
London from its interior. Contained within this room 
would be a collection of stories, objects, events, textures 
and details that speak about various set of relationships 
in transition. London gathers, recombines and transmits 
many incomplete objects and narratives that associate 
with the city, like the museum in Zagreb does. 
 
Throughout the last half of the year seminars will be initiated 
by individual students, presenting their idea and explorations in 
progress.

Joseph Cornell Material Archive

Data storage

Papers and Lost property archive 

Historical Societies, Mobile Shelving Storage

John Soane’s Museum



Lost and Found.

Tfl, Transport for London.
Lost Property Office. 2018.
As many as 1,200 items arrive at Transport 
for London’s lost property office each day,

Olga and Alexander Florensky
Reconstructed an incident of an aligator in the city 
and a stray Laika, a dog from the streets of Moscow, 
was selected to be the occupant of the Soviet space-
craft Sputnik 2 that was launched into outer space 
on 3 November 1957.



Term One

Week 1 &2.
Introduction project.
Mixing and Matching and Crossover between Victorian Inventions and our pieces of 
every day artefacts and machines. Musical Instrument and Digital Tools.

Sampling broken relationships.

Weekly seminars.
On Kenya Hara. Exformation.
Post Colonial London and London Psycho Geography Association.

Week 3&4
Urban resource sampling/ city as catalogue.
Collage - film making - story telling workshop.

Weekly seminars.
History of collage / history of contexualism.
London as Post infrastructural, Post Colonial and Post Bubble landscapes.

Week 5.
Hooke Park session 1.
Mixing and Matching  raw materials with embedded information technology

Seminar on
Architectural Voices; Listening to Old Buildings by David Littlefield and Saskia Lewis.

Week 6. 
Mid-term Pin-Up

Week 7&8
Project Meta-City recomposed.
Introduction to Urban Geology by Ruth Siddall.

Seminar by David Grahame Shane. Collage City and Heterotopia.

Weekly seminar.
Re-reading Robert Smithon on Entropic Landscape.

Week 9&10
Projects, Meta-City Modelling 

Weekly seminars.
City inside a room:  Appliance House, Joseph Cornell, John Soane’s Museum.

Week 11.
Jury.
 



Term Two.

week 1&2; 
Design thesis presentation. provision/ Technical study outline presentation.

Weekly seminar; 
Unmaking buildings and material misuse.
Forms of practice. Assemble, Public Works. UVA.

Week 3.
Pin-up. Interior Landscape.  City /Room.

Week 4; 
Hooke Park Session 2. Material exploration, Urban Surgery..

Week 5;
Jury

Week 6&7
Project seminar.

Week 8&9.
Workshop on combined forms of representation.

Week 10
Project seminar.

Week 11&12
Priviews

Term Three.
. 
Week 1: TS final. 
Week 6&7: Final Jury.

Tutorials and seminars every Tuesday and Thursday.
Unit seminars are Monday 5pm.

Unit Trip; TBA.

Bed time reading.

Exformation, Kenya Hara.
Writings of Robert Smithon.
Art of Memory, Frances Yates
Last London, Ian Sinclair’.
Exformation Kennya Hara.
Evolution of Technology. George Basalla
Adohochism, Charles Jenkes
Radical Technologies: The Design of Everyday Life. Adam Greenfield
Architectural Voices; Listening to Old Buildings by David Littlefield and Saskia Lewis
Hyperart: Thomasson, Genpei Akasegawa.


